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7th Engineer Dive Team – Report from the Middle East 
By: 1SG Scott Baumgartner 

 

The 7
th

 Engineer Dive Detachment, as many of you know, has been deployed to 
Kuwait since the beginning of February in support of Operation New Dawn. The 
deployment got off to a fast start with missions in both Qatar and Iraq occurring even 
during the RIP/TOA process. These missions and the valuable experience shared with us 
by the 511

th
 led to a very smooth transition for dive support in the CENTCOM Theater.   

As the mission in Iraq winds down for all of the military, the 7
th 

 is happy to have 
had the opportunity to serve as what will probably be the last team to have an enduring 
mission in that AO. During our first six months the 7

th
 kept a full squad and our 

“secondary” chamber in Iraq to sustain the multiple support missions we had as the 
Engineer Bridging units 
recovered their 
bridges and trained up 
their Iraqi Army 
replacements. We 
accomplished these 
missions, which 
required diving in 
currents that exceed 
the limits of SCUBA, by 
creating a new team 
check-off for “swift 
water diving 
supervisors.” The 7

th
 also salvaged a sunken pier in the port of Umm Qasr in Southern 

Iraq as part of a joint training exercise with the Navy Divers out of Bahrain. The mission 
went very well and though the hours were long and the work tough, the opportunity was thoroughly enjoyed by 
everyone involved. Our chamber at Joint Base Balad has also proven to be invaluable to our sister services as we 
have provided chamber coverage for Army, Navy, and Air Force divers in Iraq.  

In addition to the 
drawdown in Iraq another relevant 
changing of traditional Army Dive 
missions has been the loss of Qatar 
force protection swims. Shortly 
after we arrived the government of 
Qatar stopped allowing port access 
to divers from all branches and put 
a lot of limits on US cargo vessels 
entrance. It is unfortunate that 
particular mission has been lost to 
us, but other ports have seen an 
increase in activity as a result of the 
Qatari restrictions and our divers 

have continued to remain busy with force protection operations, especially in Oman. 
In Kuwait, training remains the top priority. Some of the key events for our first six months have been 

multiple weapons ranges, underwater and surface cutting and welding, pump operations, HYSS collection and 
rendering, and surface and underwater demolition ranges. For demolition targets the team salvaged an old truck 
off the bottom at N-1 pier in the KNB port. We also found another derelict truck for use as a target. Combined 
Kuwaiti and US squads were formed with US supervisors leading in the collection of data necessary to determine 

SPC Patrick Morales pulling up fishing net in Qatar 

Army and Navy Divers salvage a pier in the port of Umm Qasr Iraq 
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the size and types of charges necessary to cut the targets up in very specific ways. The teams worked really well 
together and the range was very successful in sharing TTPs and fostering good relations.  

Some of the odds and ends tasks we continue to support in Kuwait are frequent maintenance and 
inspections on Army vessels in the port as well as recovering the occasional lost item. The team has also provided a 
hydrographic survey to the local camp commander as they attempt to open up the local beach for general 
population use. 

While in Kuwait our Soldiers have made the most out of the opportunity to conduct a lot of personal and 
professional development. Saturdays are dedicated to these endeavors. With nearly 100% of the team taking 
college classes online, studying for promotion boards, or learning a second language through Rosetta Stone 
classes; of particular note was SSG Rowley completing all of the requirements for earning entrance into the 
prestigious Sergeant Audie Murphy Club. His example has led to other NCOs on the team following his lead and 
working towards similar goals; a classic case of leading by example. 

For those of you who know CPT Biggerstaff, his change of command with CPT Sann took place in June. His 
dedication to the team and diligent preparation led our team to the successful position we are in today. The 7

th
 

wishes him the best in all of his future endeavors. CPT Sann has already proven to be a visionary leader well up to 
the challenge of leading such a strong group of motivated individuals. The team continues to improve under his 
guidance. 

 Finally the 7
th

 is proud to fall in on the continuing missions that have been a part of diver deployments for 
nearly a decade and we look forward to finding new ways to support the war efforts of the future. Some of the 
things we are looking forward to are a “Shallow Brown” salvage diver exercise in Kuwait which focuses on Salvage 
Diver check offs, a “Deep Blue” exercise in Bahrain to prepare our Master Diver (MDV) candidates and 1

st
 Class 

divers for MDV Evaluations and command certification, a potential port opening mission in Southern Bahrain, and 
Dam inspections for USACE in Afghanistan. If you are interested in more specific goings on for the 7

th
 please look 

up (7
th

 Dive) on Facebook where we maintain a page and post our monthly newsletter.  We will also be posting our 
mid-tour AAR on the Army Diver page on AKO. Hoo-yah Deep Sea! 
 

74th Engineer Dive Team –  
By: CPT Charles Martin 

 
It has certainly been a busy 2011 for the 74

th
!  For those of you who don’t know me, I am CPT Charles 

Martin.  I took command of the team in January, and this is my first Bottom Times article as commander.  Other 
new leaders include 1SG Christopher Green who came to use from Panama City, SSG Kane Tomlin from the 511

th
, 

SSG Eric Bailey from the 511
th

 and SGT Cortright from the 511
th

, SGT Adams from 569
th

, and SPC Baron from 7
th

 
Battalion HHC.  Recent departures include SFC Jason Flack who is now in Panama City; SSG Miltenberger, SPC 
Curry, and SGT Frederick are all filling spots in the 569

th
, PFC Lee has left for the 511

th
, and long time 74th-er SSG 

Daniel Gorman is currently studying to be a 
linguist out in Monterey, California. 

CPT Maddux and SSG Gorman led 
off the TDY’s for the year, supporting JLOTS 
in Morocco with the 24

th
 Transportation 

Battalion last March.  The team consisted of 
8 Soldiers total and lasted about two weeks.  
Shortly after return from Morocco, CPT 
Maddux and I represented the dive field in 
the annual Best Sapper competition at Fort 
Leonard Wood, MO.  The 50 hour 
competition defiantly pushed us to the 
limits.  We are currently taking applications 
for next year’s team.  
The 74th conducted the annual Deep Blue 
training exercise at Aberdeen Proving 

CPT Maddux exits the water during the Best Sapper Competition 
2011. 
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Grounds, Maryland.  The exercise was an overwhelming success.  Divers were completing 150 foot dives using in-
water and surface decompression.  During the exercise, SSG Cavenaghi and SSG Santiago both completed their 
Supervisor Check List and are now unlimited supervisors! 
 In mid June, SGT Laspe competed and achieved a respectable third place in the XVIII Airborne Corps 
Soldier of the Year Competition.  Up to the division board he competed in and won the battalion and brigade 
Soldier of the Year boards as well as the 3

rd
 ESC Soldier of the Year Competition.  He was awarded 2 AAM’s and 1 

ARCOM for his efforts and success. 
 In late June, SSG Paolo Cavenaghi was the NCOIC for a mission in Georgia where he was tasked to perform 
maintenance on the Carter’s Lake Dam in support of USACE.  He developed a plan to remove the grates covering 

the intake valve and install a 
pneumatic plug to stop the flow of 
water so that maintenance workers 
could replace a gate valve inside the 
dam.  After the gate valve was 
replaced, the diver would remove the 
plug and reinstall the grate.   
He did an excellent job planning and 
executing this mission which involved 
a very complex dive side comprised of 
hydraulic tools, a winch to lower the 
diver into the water, and a mobile air 
system.  SSG Cavenaghi and PFC 
Novoa were awarded the Army 
Achievement Medal for their 
outstanding service on this mission. 

 The team has supported numerous recruiting missions to spread the good word of Army Diving.  SSG 
Santiago and PFC Novoa supported a multi day recruiting trip at the annual air show at Andrew’s Air Force Base.  
CPT Maddux and SSG Tomlin both briefed over a thousand cadets at ROTC summer training at Ft. Lewis, WA.  1SG 
Green and I also briefed over a thousand West Point Cadets at their annual summer training at West Point, NY. 
 SGT Cortright and SGT Laspe are currently getting their master’s degree in kicking ass at Combatives Level 
II training.  SGT Bogiel and PFC Novoa will be going to get their bachelors degree in ass kicking later this month at 
Combatives Level I Training. 
 SSG Santiago will be the NCOIC for an interagency mission in Phoenix, Arizona.  He is taking along with 
him SSG Tomlin, SGT Cortright, and SGT Laspe to perform a recon of the Bartlett Dam.  Members of the FBI 
Evidence Recovery Team will also be there to aid in the recon with their new 3D sector scan sonar equipment. 
 In late September, the 74th will travel to Ft. Pickett for their annual range week.  We will focus on rifle 
marksmanship; each soldier is scheduled to fire over 500 rounds of ammunition.  Our divers will also have the 
opportunity to recon, prepare and emplace demolitions, and of course detonate them on wood and steel targets.   
 The 74

th
 finally got a SAMS-E operator after years of the position being vacant.  PVT Linda Volker 

completed the SAMS-E operator course last month and in addition to being our mechanic, she is now the 74
th

’s 
technician. 
 Our beloved XO, CPT Thomas “Mad Dog” Maddux will be leaving us in October to deploy with the 7th 
Engineer Battalion from Ft. Drum, NY to serve as the Night Battle Captain.  His hard work ethic will be missed; his 
quirky sense of humor I am fairly indifferent about. 
 In other news, SGT Kisha Lloyd-Perry and her husband Samuel are expecting a baby boy in mid 
September.  SGT Forbing’s family will also be growing, his wife, Sherry, is due in late September with a baby girl.  
SPC Thaxton and his wife, Leane, are expecting a baby girl around the same time.  September is a big month for a 
lot of 74

th
 Soldiers and their families.  We congratulate them and look forward to welcoming the newest additions 

to the 74
th

 family. 
 It’s been a busy 8 months for the 74th.  Thanks to all the families for the support you put into your loved 
ones.  Until next time, this is Poseidon 6, out. 

SSG Cavenaghi and SGT Laspe perform some final checks on a diver before 

entering the water at Carter’s Lake Dam in White, Georgia. 
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86th Engineer Dive Team – 
By: CPT Joseph Lunn 

 

Over the past year the 86
th

 Engineer Dive 
Detachment has been on the move conducting 
operations for the United States Army Corps of 
Engineers across the Continental United States.  
The 86

th
 completed their formal reset upon 

returning from OIF in January 2011. Through 
immense communication with TACOM and Army 
Material Command, the 86

th
 was successful in 

paving the way for follow on Detachments 
redeploying from overseas to execute a formal 
Army Reset Program.  The greatest success from 
the reset was the Detachment’s ability to declare 
Navy ESSM at Cheatham Annex as the primary 
repair facility for the Diver Recompression 
Chamber when executing a reset plan. 
 Upon completion of its ARFORGEN reset 
phase the detachment immediately mobilized on 30 January 2011 to conduct a 36 day operation in support of the 
Portland, Tulsa, and Walla Walla United States Army Corps of Engineer Districts of Oregon.  While in Oregon the 
86

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment dove on the Bonneville, Dalles, Look Out Point, Goose Neck, and John Day Dam’s.  

The 86
th

 worked hand and hand with the district diving coordinator, Mr. Rick Benoit, in order to complete the 
mission’s scope. The tasks that Mr. Benoit had the detachment complete consisted of transducer 
removal/installation, removal of derelict gear, and inspections.  In addition, the 86

th
 completed tedious work for 

the U.S. Geological Survey Department while replacing scientific transducers that count fish survivability through 
the Columbia River gorge.  The detachment also removed and replaced all old equipment that was mounted to the 
Dam that was used to trolley the research equipment.  If there is a desire to learn more about the 86

th
 operation in 

Portland, OR please consult your latest edition of the “Engineer” magazine, The Professional Bulletin of Army 
Engineers; the Executive Officer (1LT Jappe) submitted a superb article. 

 After successfully wrapping up the Portland, OR USACE 
mission the detachment was hungry for another USACE mission 
prior to bunkering down at Joint Base Langley Eustis for the fall 
and winter time frame, in order to conduct local training and a 
change of command.  The opportunity presented itself in the 
Little Rock, AR USACE District, in the form of the largest pumping 
and jetting operation the 86

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment has 

ever embarked upon in the past decade.  The scope of work 
required on this operation required pumping 300 cubic yards of 
mud out of a hydroelectric turbine intake 70 feet below the 
surface.  The intake and outtake of the dam are massive shafts 
that, when open, move millions of gallons of water per second in 
order to spin the turbine and produce upwards of $5 million of 
power per turbine.  In order to begin repairs the hydroelectric 
unit’s shaft needed to be de-watered by lowering gates on both 
sides of the turbine with the ultimate goal of sealing and 
dewatering the unit.  The 86

th
 conducted numerous dives 

averaging 100-minute dives at depth ranging from 50 to 80 feet 
below the surface.  In order to successfully complete the 
mission, the 86

th
 utilized the largest possible pump that could be 

safely operated by a pair of working divers.  Normally the pump Climbing into a basket, prior to being lowed over 

the side of the dam 

Supervisor Safety Brief, Portland OR 
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is used in the Gulf of Mexico with the purpose salvaging sunken drilling equipment.  At 3,700 gallons per minute of 
suction power and the ability to clear 130 cubic yards of sediment in one hour, the pump proved to be an 
extremely effective tool for clearing the shaft.  After three long weeks and more than 2,000 minutes of working 
dive time, the 86

th
 safely and successfully returned to Fort Eustis. 

In other recent news the 86
th

 transferred its title ten authority from the 6
th

 Transportation BN to the 7
th

 Special 
Troops BN, Joint Base Langley Eustis.  The Training Readiness Authority (TRA) still remains with the 30

th
 Engineer 

BN at FT. Bragg, North Carolina.  Furthermore, the 544
th

 and 86
th

 are transferring to a new Central Operating 
Facility (COF) on Joint Base Langley Eustis.  The new address of this building is 859A Monroe Avenue, Joint Base 
Langley Eustis, VA 23604.   
The 86

th
 Recently wished the following Soldiers a fond farewell and following seas! 

1SG Brett Boyer- PCS to NDSCT Panama City, FL 
SFC Weston Cox- PCS to NDSCT Panama City, FL 
SSG Michael Randall- PCS to NDSCT Panama City, FL 
SSG David Gills-PCS to FT. Leonard Wood, MO Phase 
1 Instructor 
SSG Kyle Nicholas- Transfer to the 544

th
 EN DIVE DET 

SSG Jason Jakovenko- Transfer to the 544
th

 EN DIVE 
DET 
SSG Viktor Polivka- Transfer to the 596

th
 EN DIVE DET 

SSG Thomas Owens- On post transfer to 331th ICTC 
JBLE 
SGT Steven Hiller- Retirement 
SGT Cory McCleary- ETS 
SGT James Vahl-ETS 
SPC Matthew Kirby- Transfer to the 544

th
 EN DIVE 

DET 
SPC Brian Adams- Transfer to the 569

th
 EN DIVE DET 

SPC William Gehry-ETS 
SPC Paul Riedner-ETS 
 
The 86

th
 Recently Welcomed the following Soldiers to 

the ranks of the “Fightin’ Beavers” 
SFC Kurt Langley- PCS from NDSCT Panama City, FL 
SGT Joseph Victorian-Coming from 7

th
 STB HHC 

Supply Section, JBLE 
SPC Louis Booysen- 2

nd
 Class Diver 

SPC Casey Gasway- 2
nd

 Class Diver 
SPC Randall Stancil- 2

nd
 Class Diver 

SPC Arthur Streiler- 2
nd

 Class Diver 
SPC Scott Wilson- 2

nd
 Class Diver 

SPC Bradley Zeman- 2
nd

 Class Diver 
Lastly, CPT JP Navarro fresh from the Engineer 
Captains Career Course arrived on station and will 
conduct a change of command without going command CPT Joe Lunn on 16 Sep 2011.  As always all the members 
of the 86

th
 Engineer Dive Detachment wish you and yours fair winds and following seas! Until next time Hooyah 

and Deep Sea! 
 
 
 
 
 

Divers watch and coordinate with the crane operator to place the 

pump 
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511th  Engineer Dive Team – 
By: CPT Timothy O’Hara 

 

Last time you read about us, we were 
conducting missions in the Middles East out of 
Kuwait. Well…WE’RE BACK!  But before I begin, let 
me sum up the 511

th
’s accomplishments while 

deployed.  With only 25 Soldiers and throughout our 
12 month deployment the Soldiers of the 511

th
 

conducted themselves professionally and did an 
outstanding job.  The 511th flawlessly orchestrated 
88 missions in the CENTCOM area of responsibility, 
including Kuwait, Iraq, Oman and Qatar.  While 
exposed to the harsh environmental conditions, we 
spent countless hours in water temperatures 
ranging from 40 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit.  We also conducted diving operations in water currents that exceeded twice the 
recommended maximum velocity and dove in polluted and contaminated water with little to no visibility.  The team spent a 
combined 1650 days on mission, recovered over $3,000,000 worth of military equipment in Iraq.  We executed Force Protection 
missions in Kuwait, Oman and Qatar to ensure the safety of billions of dollars of military sea lift equipment.  We performed 
Ships Husbandry operations in support of the US Army, Navy and Coast Guard Vessels at Kuwait Naval Base, all while 
simultaneously providing CENTCOM around the clock hyperbaric treatment capability.  Despite our rigorous OPTEMPO, we 

were able to train and qualify four Unlimited Diving Supervisors and nine 
Salvage Divers.  In totality; the 511

th
 Engineer Detachment spent more 

than 18,600 minutes underwater in direct support of the Global War on 
Terror.  

Since we’ve been back, we have enjoyed our reset status.  
Taking full opportunity to have time with families and plan mission 
opportunities for the future.  During this process we said farewell to CPT 
De Courreges, SGT Sears, and SGT Wallace who all left the Army to pursue 
passions outside of the Army.  Also during this time SSG Tomlin, SSG 
Bailey, SGT Cortright, and SGT Neilsen have all switched to other 
Detachments and SFC Kneipp is currently in the process of moving to Ft 
Leonard Wood.  They all did an outstanding job on the 511

th
 and they will 

be missed.  But we do have some new faces as well; PFC Bradley, PFC Lee, 
PFC Whitely, PV2 Lamy, and PFC Goldstein.  We welcome you and your 
families to the 511

th
! 

 We are also happy to announce a new Master Diver, SFC 
Tyler Dodd!  For those who don’t know, SFC Dodd’s father was also an 
Army Master Diver.  Congrats on making the Army Dive Program a 
family tradition.  As for promotions, Kyle Broughton was promoted to 
Staff Sergeant and Tim O’Hara to Captain. 
  Currently, the 511

th
 is supporting the 569

th
 in a Culminating 

Training Exercise that will challenge the Soldiers in their proficiency 
across several capabilities that Army Diving provides to the Army.  This 
exercise will take place in four different posts: Cheatham Annex, 
Aberdeen Proven Grounds, Ft AP Hill, and Ft Eustis.  During this 
exercise, the Soldiers of the 569

th
 Dive Det will perform Salvage ops, 

underwater construction, underwater obstacle removal, underwater 
demo, Reconnaissance, and search/recovery.  This should be a great 
training event as the entire team has spent countless hours preparing 
for this exercise.  SSG Broughton secured a large MRAP vehicle shell 
that we will sink and then have 569

th
 lift back out of the water.  SGT 

Ford obtained a UH-1 Helicopter shell to submerge in the water to simulate a downed helicopter crash site.  SGT Fountain 
coordinated for the placement of underwater concrete which will then be removed with demolitions.  SGT Bevell is sinking a 
military bridge section that will be cut up and then removed over two days.  SGT O’Donoghue has secured aviation assets to 
assist in Force Protection efforts.  Great job guys, the 569

th
 will appreciate all your hard work.  

SGT Fountain (left) inspects a finished form which 

will be submerged for an underwater concrete 

emplacement exercise. 

In preparation for the upcoming CTX, 511
th

 

conducted a test salvage of a bridge section 

511
th

 En Dive Team on the Kuwaiti Naval Station beach at the end of their 

deployment 
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 We wish the best for the 7
th

 Engineer Dive Detachment who replaced us in the Desert and are still serving overseas 
and to CPT Rob Meyer who is serving with the 20

th
 Engineer Brigade in Iraq.  Make it home safe! 

 

544th  Engineer Dive Team – 
By: CPT Daniel Weller   

 

 Greetings to all, from the 544
th

- the Seamonkey name has been restored!  The Sea monkeys started out 2011 with the 

incredible honor of traveling across the world to search for a Soldier missing in action for over 40 years.  In support of the Joint 

POW/MIA Accounting Command, we were augmented to work for them for six weeks deep in the jungle of Cambodia.  We 

departed on 31 January and began the trip with a three-day layover in Hawaii on our way there which was a nice start before 45 

days of non-stop work.  Thanks to the incredible efforts of then SSG, now SFC Lester and SSG D’Angelo who departed 10 days 

early with all the equipment and worked tirelessly to prepare the entire worksite, the team was able to hit the ground running 

as soon as we arrived in country.  Although we knew we 

would be operating in a very austere environment, we 

didn’t realize the value of bamboo until we got our feet 

on the ground, and the local indigenous personnel used it 

to modify everything, to include building additions to the 

diving and pumping platforms.  For 30 days of constant 

diving, the detachment combed the murky bottom of the 

Chlong River, a tributary of the Mekong River in Kracheh, 

Cambodia.  Our goal was to find the remains of a 

helicopter crew chief who was shot down in this remote 

location in 1971 during the Vietnam Conflict.  Once 

operations got fully underway, the team worked 

tirelessly, accumulating 6-8 hours of bottom time daily- 

racking up over 20,000 minutes of total bottom time between all divers!  The work was repetitive, but with 3-4 hour bottom 

times per dive, it took a lot of endurance for our guys to keep up the hard work throughout the duration of the mission- the 

leadership of the 544
th

 couldn’t have been more proud.  Fortunately, the hard work was recognized by JPAC as well, and they 

rewarded the team with a visit to the Angkor Wat Temple complex on the return trip.   

 The next mission for 544
th

 is the annual Caven Point Pier Rehabilitation in support of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers- New York District.  The mission is scheduled for 15 August until 16 September and is led by SSG D’Angelo.  The scope 
of the work this year is to replace a 130 foot section of support beams holding together the pile system on one of the port’s 
main piers.  The piles were replaced in the last year; 
however, the support system is barely held together and 
has not been maintained for quite a while.  In addition, 
we will conduct the annual tasks of jetting out silt from 
under the port’s main dry dock station, and conduct 
inspections throughout the entire finger pier system. 
 On a personal note, the 544

th
 welcomed two 

new members to the Seamonkey family.  SGT Giagnocavo 
and his wife Janine had a baby, Daniel, in February; and 
our mechanic, SPC Salisbury and his wife, Nikita, had a 
baby, David, in March.  We also welcomed a few new 
Divers: PFC Mark Evans joined the team fresh out of Dive 
School in January and he has been doing outstanding 
work since his arrival.  SGT Neilsen moved over from the 
511

th
 following his redeployment.  SSG Jakovenko 

recently moved over from the 86
th

 to take over as the 544
th

 Platoon Sergeant, as did SSG Nicholas who is in his first Squad 
Leader position.  After quite some time without a medic, the 544

th
 was finally given one who PCS’d from Germany, SGT James 

Zachary, and he has already proven to be a very valuable asset.  We also had to bid farewell to a few Soldiers- CPT Trent Geisler 
changed command with CPT Dan Weller in April after a very extensive career (and possibly the record) as a Diving Officer on Ft. 
Eustis.  SSG Williams finished his military career in July, and SFC Lester and SSG Palmer moved over to the 569

th
 to deploy to 

544
th

 personnel setting up the pumping barges on the Chlong 

River, Cambodia 

544
th

 Diver conducting pumping operations near the shore of the 

river 
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CENTCOM next year.  We wish all of them good luck in the future, and we hope all is well throughout the field outside of Fort 
Eustis! 

 

 

 

 

 

569th  Engineer Dive Team – 
By: CPT Brett Evans 

 Greetings from the 569
th

!  It has been a long time since a 
Bottom Times release and much has happened in the 569

th
 since then.  I 

assumed command of the 569
th

 in January 2011 and by April was 
officially informed that 569

th
 would be the next team out the door with 

an impending deployment date of January 2012.  The last six months 
have been busy in building the unit and equipment in preparation for 
that requirement.  As some of you may know, the 569

th
 for many years 

was officially stood down to act as an administrative team for the 
provisional Army Dive Company comprised of the active teams of 74

th
, 

86
th

, 511
th

, and 544
th

.  As all the teams transitioned to independent 
commands, the 569

th
 has been building itself to fully functioning status.  

This deployment is the last symbolic act to stand this team up so that 
they are equal to the other teams in all respects and capability. 
 The Road to War, or in layman’s terms the road to deploying, 
officially kicked off with this year’s Deep Blue Supervisor Training 
Exercise in Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland in May 2011.  This 
exercise was planned and executed by the 569

th
, but all five dive 

detachments attended.  The exercise for the 569
th

 was dual purposed for 
training Soldiers and supervisors in safe procedures of full spectrum 
diving as well as acting as an equipment validation in preparation for 

deployment.  
 Next on the 
569

th
’s agenda was a 

two week pre-deployment course at Fort Bragg, North Carolina in June.  The 
two weeks covered all topics and skills required of any deploying Soldier in 
the US Army.  These tasks included IED awareness, squad level tactics, 
vehicle rollover drills, as well as many long hours in briefings covering a wide 
range of topics from equal opportunity to intelligence and cultural briefings. 
 Following the pre-deployment training, 569

th
 Soldiers flew out in 

Army Chinook helicopters to attend the combined arms River Crossing 
Exercise in Fort Chaffee, Arkansas in July.  The focus of training while in 
Arkansas was on engineer reconnaissance capabilities with specific focus on 
the skills of side scan sonar searching techniques, hydrographic surveying, 
underwater searching in SCUBA, and helo casting with divers and zodiac 
boat. 
 Most recently in August, the unit got back from swift water 
certification and training in Brunswick, Georgia.  The unit was there to learn 
swift water diving techniques from civilian instructors.  The majority of 
training on site was underwater searching techniques for weapons in current 
up to 5 knots utilizing SCUBA.  The instructors were also nice enough to host 

JPAC Underwater Recovery Team 11-1 Cambodia 

569th Divers enter the water with the help of 

their tenders at Deep Blue 

 

569th Soldiers conduct Helo Casting 
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us for a southern shrimp boil one of the nights with local seafood and southern hospitality! 
The immediate future will stay busy for the 569

th
 as we near the end of the Road to War and deployment in January 2012.  Next 

on the slate for the unit is the Culminating Training Exercise in mid September in Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.  This 
exercise will test and validate all mission essential tasks/capability of the unit.  The exercise is being planned and facilitated by 
the 511

th
 Dive Detachment who put considerable effort into the endeavor.  We thank them for this and look forward to it!  The 

last training that 569
th

 will conduct is tactical training in October and November.  This training will be conducted locally and will 
improve the Soldiers’ competence with individual weapons and in squad level tactics. 

In other news, very soon everyone will get to see the release of the 569
th

’s new mascot and logo!  I don’t want to let 
the cat out of the bag, so everyone will have to wait until it’s complete on what it exactly is.  However, we’re working hard on 
the imagery and it should hopefully be complete by the next newsletter.   
The closer the 569

th
 gets to January 2012 the more we will be staying at home and focusing on getting gear packed up and 

Soldiers processed to be away for the 12 month deployment.  I’d like to thank all the families for their support during the 
training thus far!  We’re all one team in this fight and we all need to finish the deployment together as a team.   
That’s all for now, Deep Sea 6 signing off!  
 
HOOYAH!!!  DEEP SEA!!! 
CPT BRETT D. EVANS 
DEEP SEA 6 

 

A/169th Engineer Battalion – U.S. Army Engineer Dive School 
By: CPT Russell Destremps 

 Alpha Company has busily been executing its 
mission of training and molding engineer divers.  The 
dedicated efforts of the Army training team has 
heavily contributed to the collective effort of 
maintaining NDSTC as the premiere location in the 
world for training military divers.  
 Sturgis and Itschner – The hard work and 
accomplishments of Alpha Company and its standout 
NCO’s were recognized earlier this year when Alpha 
company and (then) MSG Green won the 1

st
 Engineer 

Brigade’s  Itschner and Sturgis nominations 
respectively.  This accomplishment acknowledges the 
complexity of and dedication to executing the mission 
of training and molding our Engineer Divers.   
 Who are we sending to the force?… the 
best trained divers in the world - We would like to 
recognize the accomplishments of our newest MDV’s, 
SFC Cox, SFC Dodd and SFC Parmenter.  Although SFC 
Dodd declined our offer, the other two MDV’s were retained here at the command to continue honing their skills and to train 
our divers and leaders.   This November we will be running another MDV evaluation with the support of divers from the force, 
to include the 627

th
.  Good luck to all candidates.  We look forward to putting you through the ringer.  Our ALC team comprised 

of SFC Christesen (also our SLC course manager), SFC Parmenter, and previously SFC Langley, worked hard to instill advanced 
technical knowledge and proficiency into seven graduates this past year (in addition to six USCG divers).  We recently graduated 
our largest MEDO convene ever, sending six eager and capable LT’s to the teams.  Over the last 12 months we have started 
three 2C courses with a combined 42 students, of which we graduated 18 students to the Force.  Alpha company leadership and 
cadre would like to see higher grad stats for our 2C students, however several disciplinary epidemics and medical drops 
prevented higher grad rates.  My hat (actually patrol cap thanks to SMA Chandler) is off to the dedicated 2C and PSG team (SFC 
Randall and SFC Tyler) that produced the high quality second class divers that are now operating on our dive teams.   
 Curriculum Update - In an effort to align the course curriculum and maximize the training resourcing here at NDSTC, 
the joint dive training community, led by MSG vonKeyserling, conducted an analysis to determine the feasibility of creating a 
core-strand training concept.  This would eliminate completely separate Army, USCG, Navy Diver, Navy Seabee Diver, Dive 
Medical Technician, etc courses, but instead all would be intermixed and receive the same base or core training and curriculum, 
and then receive their community or service specific strand training.  Unfortunately for the proponents of such a movement, 
forward progress has currently stalled due to an inability for services and communities to agree upon what is “core curriculum”.  

SSG Kuhn leads his Soldier, Seabee, USCG and Officer students’ 

in exercises during their “T-Shirt PT” 
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The project was bound by the requirement that any change to current curriculum must result in zero sum gain in regards to 
training time and resources.  At this time this was not accomplished and it can be anticipated that training will continue 
according to current POI outline for the foreseeable future.   
 Second Class Diver/ MEDO FTX – We continue to build upon the diver-focused culminating FTX for our AIT/MEDO 
courses.  1LT Pingree and SFC Larrew have worked to build a new salvage project and incorporated a body search and recovery 
operation at Tyndall AFB in conjunction with local police divers.  The scenario is presented to the students by the local sheriffs 
in an effort t to add realism and mimic real life scenarios divers may encounter while operating on stateside missions.  
 Mobile Training Team (MTT) - In order to maximize the 627

th
’s annual training (AT), Alpha deployed an MTT to assist 

with additional equipment, training plan, Master Diver (1SG Rivera), and two First Class Divers (SSG Kuhn and SSG Niese).  Alpha 
seized the opportunity for our staff to work outside of the regimented curriculum hear at the schoolhouse and assist our fellow 
divers in the Lone Star State.   
 USCG Ice Diving – SFC Parmenter, “the face of USCG Diving”, attended the first evolution of the USCG’s ice diving 
course this past February.  The USCG plans to continue running this course annually, and has offered up seats to all services to 
participate.  Next year’s course will be held in Washington and British Columbia, and we have the availability to send four Army 
Divers.  All coordination to attend should be made through Alpha  Company. 
 Comings and Goings – One of the finest members of this elite community of Engineer Divers has left us to accept the 
reigns as the new CDS.  SFC Flack has returned to Panama City to attempt to fill the shoes of MSG vonKeyserling as our 
representative at CEODD.  The unit suffered a period of degraded capabilities with the thunderous blow of losing MSG Green 

and SFC Langley simultaneously.  Our ability to continue 
operating without these two studs is due in large part to the 
arrival of SFC Cox and SFC West.  The two will be running our 
2C and MEDO curriculum and training teams.  Veteran 
instructors SSG Forkhamer, SSG Knoop, and SSG Kuhn 
continue to hold down the fort and serve as a model to all 
NDSTC staff and have brought SSG Niese, SSG Key, and SSG 
Tanfield up to speed in record time.  SFC Randall and SFC 
Tyler have continued to train our AIT students in Warrior 
Tasks and Battle Drills, build resilient Soldiers instilled with 
Army Values, and oversee the health, welfare and morale of 
our students.  SFC Cleveland has recently resigned his role in 
these duties to join the DOTLD team at Fort Leonard Wood.  
Our operations sergeant, SGT Eichstadt (12B) ,has received 
orders to join the 7

th
 Engineer Battalion at Fort Drum and will 

be arriving just in time to join the unit as the deploy in 
support of OEF.  SSG Rincon, the unit’s sole medic left us in 

March, but SPC Rain has taken on his role vigorously…there is even talks of the young Soldier applying for an MOS transfer to 
12D.  Master Diver/Master Beaver Boyer is signing into the unit as this article goes to press; the command and staff of Alpha 
Company look forward to the great leadership and knowledge that he brings to the Company.  
 Now Accepting Applications to Expand The Empire – We currently have high paying and rewarding positions 
available on our 2C training team and operations position.  Interested candidates should submit applications through their 
chain of command and assignment’s manager.  
On behalf of 1SG Rivera and myself, we appreciate the hard work of our staff, encourage recent course graduates to maintain 
their zeal for mastering their diving trade, and welcome feedback on how we can better support the force with sustained or 
emerging training requirements.   
 

Phase I – Engineer Diver Selection Course 
By: SSG Joseph Wulczynski 

 I am currently working as Course Chief up here 
at old Ft. Leonard Wood, MO alongside SSG Gills.  We 
make a very unique training team, but feel that our 
approach is working very well.  SSG Gills has been 
performing his duties as Instructor admirably well.  His 
grasp of the subject matter makes him an ideal choice 
for this position. 

SSG Wieder has also joined us recently as our 
AIT Platoon Sergeant.  It is his responsibility to continue 

PV2 Wilson and SPC Streiler claim their victory in the May 

2011 Commander’s Challenge 

WHITE WATER YOU! 
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the Soldierization process by enforcing the Army values, standards, and regulations. He has been doing an excellent job with his 
new position and I look forward to our continued working relationship.  If anyone can keep these new Soldiers inline, he can.  
 We have been kept pretty busy doing our best to ensure that these Soldiers, both brand new and reclass, are as 
prepared as possible before we ship them out to Phase 2.  We start here by instilling the Diver mentality and demand for 
excellence, while at the same time informing them how we work with some of the best Soldiers in the Army. We push ourselves 
to the limits trying to get each and every one of them in shape so they not only meet the standards, but they exceed them as 
well. What does that mean? Well, running for one thing. That’s right; Woogie Bear has been doing a lot of running. Can’t say I 
like it too much, but I look good.   
 As far as life goes, things are going well up here for us.  Stacy and I recently had our second kid. Lillian Mae Wulczynski 
was born 15 May 2011 right here at Ft. Leonard Wood. 
 

Chief Diving Supervisor Notes 
By: MSG Michael von Keyserling 

  MSG Mendoza has passed the torch to me as of July 10
th

.  I want to thank MSG Mendoza for all the work that he 
accomplished here at Fort Leonard Wood as the Chief Diving Supervisor.   He has laid the ground work for us to carry our 
mission of being the best Professional Engineer Divers possible on to the next level.  MSG Mendoza will be sticking around Fort 
Leonard Wood as the new Directorate of Training and Leader Development Sergeant Major.  He and three other Army Master 
Divers -1SG Lou Rivera, 1SG Scott Baumgartner, and MSG Guy Lohman were picked up for selection to Sergeant Major.  
Congratulations guys!    
 Since I signed into FLW we have been working on the finalization of AR 611-75, Management of Army Divers.  The 
publication is now with HRC to begin the staffing process with an estimated release date of Spring 2012.  The new regulation 
updates and streamlines dive pay procedures,  CDS responsibilities, and standardizes the Salvage and First Class Dive Supervisor 
command qualification process, by adding an appendix with the official minimum checklists that all commands will use to 
evaluate divers for Salvage rating and Command Qualification.   
 We have also finalized ATTP 3-34.83, Engineer Diving Operations, with an expected publication date of Fall 2011.  The 
Allied Guide to Diving, ADivP(1) is being rewritten by the NATO sub panel Underwater Diving Working Group to include all 
facets of military diving, the U.S. Delegation includes Army and Navy Master Divers, Navy Dive Officers and input from the other 
services.  We have finished the draft of our Unit Diving Inspection Program and are working closely with the team First 
Sergeants to ensure that we will have a sustainable program that will verify diving safety, maintenance, and training at the unit 
level.  The first team to test the program will be the 511

th
, tentatively scheduled for mid October. 

 We also conducted a site visit with HRC Engineer Assignments to work out how best to rotate divers throughout the 
dive field to allow Soldiers the career advancement opportunities based on their Diving Rates, Command Qualifications, 
Leadership time, and time on an Installation.  During the meetings we also looked into methods to create a more professional 
engineer diver, with the possibility of creating civilian certifications that are beneficial to engineer divers and that will open up 
employment opportunities in the commercial dive field following a successful career as an Engineer Diver. 
 The CDS position has also been working with the capabilities directorate, TACOM, and PM/SKOT to rewrite many of 
the capabilities production documents.  These documents outline the key performance parameters that divers need from their 
equipment to support our missions.  Currently the Underwater Construction Set, Deep Sea Set, and SCUBA support sets have 
been updated and revised to meet our emerging requirements.  Unfortunately these documents from draft till the user has the 
new tool in hand is 3-4 years.  I urge all of you to continue to send your AARs up to the CDS and our new Combat Developer 
(SFC Thomas Kneipp), these documents are crucial to the field getting the equipment it needs to do our mission safely and 
successfully. 
 For more information on the draft publications, field updates, and road to success log into AKO and become a 
member of our Engineer Diver Knowledge network. Your unit 1SG and Commanders have administrator rights and can grant 
you access. 

https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/596939 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upcoming Events 

October 17-21 
Annual Engineer and Special Forces Diving Seminar – this year we will focus on National Guard and 

Active Duty Joint operations, Equipment Issues, Diving Safety, and Swift-water diving operations 
 

November 1-23 
Army Engineer Master Diver Evaluations 


